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Abstract. Solar irradiance variations show a strong temporal and spectral dependence. The pro-
gression of the Sun through its activity cycle as well as solar rotation are mirrored in the irradiance
variations. The spectral dependence is such that the variations are several magnitudes larger in the
EUV than in the visible or infrared.

We present a simple 3-component model that is based on the assumption that changes in the solar
flux are exclusively due to changes in spot and facular coverage. We compare our model to obser-
vations of the spectral solar irradiance variations. Despite its simplicity, we find that the agreement
between our model and the observations is surprisingly good. We also explore the reliability and
the limitations of our approach by comparing observations of the solar facular contrast and of the
changes in spectral line depths with our calculations.

1. Introduction

Models of total and spectral irradiance variations are important not just for ob-
taining an understanding of the physical causes of solar irradiance variations, but
also for successful reconstructions of such variations for times prior to satellite
measurements. We summarize the main results of a simple model, emphasizing
the comparison of its predictions with a wide variety of observations. In particular
we present the first comparison with the variation of selected line ratios over the
solar cycle (Sect. 4.3).

2. The Model

To model the solar irradiance variations, we assume that they are solely due to
changes in the spot and facular coverage (Solanki and Unruh, 1998). The facular
component here includes any brightenings due to magnetic features, i.e. also the
network. The flux of the active Sun is then simply the sum of the three components
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Figure 1.The temperature stratification of the quiet-sun (dashed line), the facular (upper thick solid
line) and the spot model (thin solid line) atmospheres as a function of optical depth. The dotted line
shows the original facular model by Fontenla et al. (1993).

(quiet-Sun, spots and faculae) weighted according to their filling factors:

Fλ = (1− fF − fS)F�λ + fFFFλ + fSF Sλ ,
wherefF andfS are the facular and the spot filling factors respectively. The filling
factors here are defined to be the fraction of the projected solar disk covered by
spots or faculae.Fλ, F

�
λ , FFλ andFSλ are the active-sun, the quiet-sun, the facular

and the spot fluxes.
The fluxes are calculated with the ATLAS9 spectral synthesis code written by

R. Kurucz that takes into account up to 58 million lines by means of opacity
distribution functions. We neglect any non-LTE effects in our calculations. For
the quiet-Sun flux we use Kurucz’s solar model atmosphere (Kurucz, 1991). This
describes a quiet photosphere in radiative equilibrium with an effective temperature
of 5777 K. For the sunspot radiative flux we use a model atmosphere with an
effective temperature of 5150 K that was interpolated from the Kurucz grid of
model atmospheres. This model represents the joint contribution of the umbral and
penumbral flux, assuming a ratio of almost 1:3 for the umbral and penumbral areas.
We assumed temperatures of approximately 4500 K and 5400 K for sunspot um-
brae and penumbrae respectively (see Solanki and Unruh, 1998, and Fligge et al.,
1998). The facular model atmosphere was developed from model P of Fontenla et
al. (1993) which we used as a starting point. We excluded the temperature inversion
in the upper photosphere, thereby creating a “pseudo-LTE” atmosphere. Further
changes were introduced to achieve better agreement with the observations. The
model atmospheres of the three components are shown in Fig. 1 along with model P
of Fontenla et al. (1993). For more details see Unruh et al. (1999).
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Note that ATLAS9 also allows us to calculate the intensities (as a function of
limb angle) for all three components. We can hence obtain the total flux via a disk
integration over all surface pixels (Fligge et al., 2000a, 2000b) and we can also
calculate the limb-dependent contrasts of the faculae (see Sect. 4.2).

3. Comparison with Observations: Spectral Irradiance Variations

The total irradiance variation over one solar cycle is on the order of 0.1 % (Willson
and Hudson, 1991; Fröhlich and Lean, 1998). The variations are small in the visible
and IR, but the solar flux can vary by more than 100 % in the EUV. The spectral
dependence of the irradiance variations over a solar cycle has been compiled by
Lean (1997) and is plotted in Fig. 2 (dotted line). Note that the data in the UV are
measurements, while the behaviour in the visible and IR has largely been estimated.

We obtain the facular and spot filling factors from a fit to the data from Fig. 2
over the wavelength range between 200 and 400 nm. We also require the “total”
irradiance variations (integrated from 164 to 100 000 nm) to amount to 0.1 %. Our
fit matches the overall behaviour of the data well, although there are differences
in detail. We tend to overestimate the variability between about 320 and 380 nm.
Part of this is due to the greater sensitivity of the fit to the larger variations between
200 and 260 nm, though we also expect discrepancies at UV wavelengths due to
the LTE approach (see Fontenla et al., 1999 and White et al., 1999 for the descrip-
tion of a non-LTE approach). Some of the difference may also arise because the
measurements in the range from 300 to 400 nm are associated with relatively large
errors.

In order to check whether a facular component with a distinct temperature gra-
dient was really needed to reproduce the data, we also calculated the irradiance
variations that one would obtain if the Sun were 1 K hotter at activity maxi-
mum compared to activity minimum. These irradiance variations are shown by
the dashed lines in Fig. 2. They clearly do not reproduce the spectral dependence
of the irradiance and underestimate the variations in the blue part of the spectrum
by a large amount while overestimating the variability in the visible and IR. The
temporal variation of the total and the spectral variation predicted by our model
has been worked out and compared with ACRIM (Willson and Hudson, 1991) and
VIRGO (Fröhlich et al., 1997) data by Fligge et al. (1998; 2000a; 2000b). For
details we refer the reader to those papers.
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Figure 2. Relative solar irradiance variation in the wavelength ranges between 150 and 1000 nm
(top) and between 150 and 10 000 nm (bottom). Plotted is the relative difference between the solar
spectrum at activity maximum and minimum. The data compiled by Lean (1997) as well as her
estimates are represented by the dotted lines; the solid lines show our model with a facular filling
factor of 2.7 % and a spot filling factor of 0.23 %. The predictions of a model whereby the temperature
of the Sun at solar maximum has been raised by 1 K relative to activity minimum are indicated by
the dashed lines.

4. Comparison with Observations: Further Consistency Checks

4.1. SPOT AND FACULAR COVERAGE

We can check whether the spot and facular filling factors that we obtain are in
line with the observed values. Near the maxima of cycles 21 and 22, spots covered
about 0.2 % of the solar surface. From observations spanning a 7.5 year-period
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during cycle 22, Chapman et al. (1997) found the ratio of facular to spot area to be
16.7, although the values varied considerably over the solar cycle.

In order to match the observations plotted in Fig. 2 we need facular filling
factors of the order of 2 % to 3 %. The spot filling factor required depends on
the facular filling factor that is adopted and ranges from 0.1 % to almost 0.3 %.
The corresponding ratios of facular to spot filling factor then range from 20 down
to 12 for the lowest and highest filling factors respectively. Our spot and facular
filling factors are thus in good agreement with the observations.

4.2. FACULAR CONTRASTS

We have calculated the contrasts of the faculae as a function of limb angle and
compared them to solar measurements. The contrast is defined as(If − Iq)/Iq ,
whereIf and Iq are the intensity of the faculae and the quiet Sun. The spread
between different contrast measurements is very large, reflecting the differences in
facular structure, wavelength of the observations, magnetic filling factor and size.
The scatter in the measurements is evident in Fig. 3, where the linked symbols rep-
resent a selection of measurements. The situation is particularly ambiguous close to
the solar limb where the measurements by e.g. Libbrecht and Kuhn (1985) indicate
a decrease in the contrast beyond aboutµ = 0.2. Our model is plane-parallel and
neglects facular fine structure. We therefore do not expect our calculations to be ac-
curate close to the limb. As the relative effect of the areas close to the limb is small,
this should not produce large discrepancies in our irradiance calculations. The three
thick lines (solid, dashed and dotted) show our calculations. Given the fact that the
observations are inconsistent with each other, our model gives reasonable results
(for a more detailed discussion see Unruh et al., 1999).

Our model exhibits excellent agreement with the spectral behaviour of the facu-
lar contrast measured by Chapman and McGuire (1977), as shown in Fig. 4. Unruh
et al. (1999) also showed that with the same set of free parameters the model
gives changes in line blanketing between activity minimum and maximum that
are consistent with the findings of Mitchell and Livingston (1991).

4.3. CHANGES IN LINE RATIOS

As the Sun moves through its cycle, changes in line strengths can be observed in
most absorption lines. By considering the ratios between the depths of different
lines, Gray and Livingston (1997a) were able to neutralise many of the uncertain-
ties in the measurements. They found the CI (538.03 nm) to FeI (537.96 nm)
ratio (rFe) to vary by about 0.004 and the CI (538.03 nm) to TiII (538.13 nm)
ratio (rTi) to vary by 0.003 between solar activity minimum and maximum. These
variations amount to about 1 % of the line ratios. After an empirical temperature
calibration of the line ratio changes, based on a comparison with stellar observa-
tions (Gray and Livingston, 1997b) they interpreted these variations to be due to a
1.5 K temperature rise of the Sun from activity minimum to maximum. They did
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Figure 3.Selected facular contrast measurements, as well as contrasts calculated using our model,
plotted vs. limb angle. The squares, crosses, diamonds and triangles indicate data obtained by Frazier
(1971), Auffret and Muller (1991) (at 575 nm), Wang and Zirin (1987) (at 386 nm and 525 nm) and
Taylor et al. (1998) respectively. The curve linking the plus signs is the parameterisation adopted
by Lawrence et al. (1988). Unfortunately the information at what wavelengths the contrasts were
measured was not always available. In these cases we assumed that the data were taken around
525 nm. Solid lines link data taken at about 525 nm, dotted lines data below 400 nm and dashed lines
data at about 575 nm. The thick curves show our calculations for filters centred at 386 nm (dotted
line), 525 nm (solid line) and 575 nm (dashed line). Above about 500 nm the filter width is relatively
unimportant. This is not the case in the blue, where e.g. a reduction in the passband from 50 nm to
10 nm predicts an increase in contrast by almost a factor of two.

not consider the influence of changes in the temperature gradient over the cycle, or
of the fact that these changes may be concentrated in a small fraction of the solar
surface (since they are expected to be associated with the magnetic field).

We have calculated the changes in the line ratios between solar minimum and
maximum for our three-component model and for a model where the temperature
has been raised by 1.5 K at solar maximum (i.e. similar to Gray and Livingston’s
model, but based on radiative transfer calculations). Our preliminary findings are
summarized in the following table.

change in line 3-component 1T Gray and Livingston

ratio model model (data)

1rFe 0.0018 0.0008 0.004

1rTi 0.0015 0.0006 0.003
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Figure 4. The behaviour of the facular contrast with limb angle as measured by Chapman and
McGuire (1977): diamonds. The solid line is the facular contrast obtained with our model. The
contrasts have been normalised to be unity at 530 nm. The dotted line shows the inverse wavelength
fit suggested by Chapman and McGuire (1977).

Neither of the models is able to satisfactorily reproduce the data. However, our
3-component model yields stronger line-ratio variations than a simple temperature
increase, though they are still about a factor of two lower than the measurements.
The cause of the discrepancy is still unclear. It may be due to the uncertainties
associated with our calculations, not least because of uncertainties in the model
atmospheres. For instance, we find that line ratios calculated from the quiet-sun
model and from the standard Kurucz model atmospheres for stars between 5500
and 6000 K cannot be reconciled with the observations of solar-type stars in this
temperature range by Gray and Livingston (1997b). This poor correspondence may,
however, also partly have to do with the simple empirical calibration used by them.
For example, we find that the line ratios also depend on gravitational acceleration
and not just temperature.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

− The 3-component model matches the measured spectral irradiance variations
reasonably well. It can be used to calculate the solar irradiance from solar
disk images in a straightforward way. The model also reproduces a number of
further observational constraints.

− Some discrepancies remain in the blue, and particularly between 300 and
400 nm. The UV calculations should improve when non-LTE calculations are
performed.
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− We have presented a preliminary comparison with the cyclic line-ratio varia-
tions published by Gray and Livingston (1997a; 1997b). Although our model
fares better than a simple increase of the effective temperature, it still does not
give a satisfactory fit to the the data.

− Improvements to the model which take into account that quiet-region and
active region faculae have distinct temperature stratifications are planned.
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